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adults in Islington
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What is 
adult abuse?
Adult abuse is when someone hurts a 
vulnerable adult or treats them badly. 

There are many different types of 
abuse; some examples are:

•  Physical

•  Neglect

•  Sexual

•  Discriminatory

•  Emotional/psychological 

•  Institutional

•  Financial

Lots of different people may abuse 
vulnerable adults; some examples are:

•  Friends and family

•  Professionals and volunteers

•   Strangers who ‘groom’ vulnerable 
adults for abuse

Sometimes people are not actually 
aware they are abusing someone. 

Who is a  
vulnerable adult?
Vulnerable adults are people who need 
more help than others to stay safe. 

They are people who might need  
help to live a normal life. They are:

•  people with disabilities

•   people with mental health 
problems

•  people who are ill for a long time

•  people who are old
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What are the  
signs of abuse?
There are many signs of abuse.  
For example, when the person: 

•   looks dirty or is not dressed 
properly

•   has an injury that is difficult 
to explain

•   seems frightened around 
certain people

•   seems unusually down 
or withdrawn

•   finds money is missing 

Even if you’re not sure whether  
these signs mean abuse, you  
should still report them to us.

If you are worried about a  
vulnerable adult in Islington  
please contact:
Adult Social Services  
Access Team
Telephone: 020 2527 2299
Email: access.service@islington.gov.uk
Fax: 020 7527 5114
You can also contact the  
Community Safety Unit 
which is part of the police:
Telephone: 020 7421 0174

For more information see:  
www.islington.gov.uk/safeguardingadults

We will look into your concern. 
Depending on what we find, we 
may take action to safeguard the 
vulnerable person from harm.

What should I do?

What happens next?
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